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Merry Christmas
Happy New Year
Put March, 17th, 2012 on your calendar. We are sponsoring an ESAA HD/HDX Trial. Bring
your hunter/huntress to Debbie Hallock’s farm in the Uwharrie foothills of central NC for a
day of birds, Setters, hunting, food, and FUN!!!! Frank Luksa will be one of the judges. Why is
this written in green??? OMG, it’s also St. Patty’s Day!!!!!!!!!! Y’all come and Erin Go Braugh
Learn more about HD/HDX here: http://www.esaa.com/Events/HuntAndField.html
Central Carolina English Setter Club
President: Karen Corey
Vice-President: Mary Coldiron
Treasurer: Dave Gingrich

Be sure to send in your 2012 club dues, and
please donate to the trophy fund.

Secretary: Martin Sondey
At-Large: Carlotta Cooper
ESAART Rescue Chair: Bari Jackson

On The Cover + New Members

Specialty Chairs: Conny Helms & Cyndi Taves
Legislative Liaison: Jeanne Straub

See more on our website:
http://www.ccesc.net/

Visit us on FaceBook

“...while visions of sugar plums danced in their heads…”

Well, maybe birds.

“A Gentle Knight” That’s Smokey, who owns Dick
and Jeanne Straub. Smokey is a true gentleman and
represents the breed well. He was the club ambassador at RDO day in Raleigh (see page 6-7) and made a
large positive impression on a lot of visitors. He once
defended his sister from (of all things) an angry Corgi
who bit him on the muzzle - he recovered to finish his
championship that day. Smoke is a sweetheart, and a
handsome one to boot.
New Members: Welcome to Katrine Kruders and
Amy Duncan, who were voted in as new members at
the general meeting in Winston on 12/10/2011.
Katrine was the driving force behind the multi-Setter
Canadian Nationals held in 2011 as well as having
many years of experience as an officer in the English
Setter Club of Canada. Amy is an accomplished professional breeder/owner/handler with many major titles and who has the respect of everyone in the
breed.
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11 All-Breed Shows, a Supported Entry, and two
Specialties over 19 days in North Carolina in 2012
(plus an HD/HDX)

Katrine Kruders

Racin’ To The Win!!!
Wednesday, March 21 begins a 5 day run of all-breed shows in Raleigh.
Thursday, March 29 begins a 4 day run of all-breed shows in Concord, which is about 2.5 hours
driving time from Raleigh.
On Friday, March 30 the CCESC hosts a Supported Entry and Sweepstakes in conjunction with the
all-breed show in Concord.
On Saturday and Sunday, March 31 and April 1 the CCESC hosts back-to-back Specialties and
Sweepstakes in conjunction with the all-breed shows in Concord.
On Saturday, April 7 and Sunday, April 8 there are two all-breed shows in Charlotte, just down
the road from Concord. Check InfoDog for all the shows.
Wanna come early? On March 17th the CCESC is hosting an ESAA HD/HDX trial in the
Uwharrie foothills between Raleigh and Charlotte. Bring your huntin’ boots.
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A Star is Born!!!

Back at the beginning of August we went to the Mountain Valley Cluster dog shows in Salem, VA. While
we were there a photo shoot was being put on by Animal Planet for the faces of their new online
breed selector. So, we took Caddy. While she didn't make it onto the Animal Planet website for the
face of the English Setter she did make it onto the 2nd floor wall at the Discovery Communications
headquarters because she was one of 6 other dogs that the project supervisor just loved!! There she is.
Caddy is famous at Discovery!! :) We are so proud.
- Kristen Mooney & BJ Parsons DVM
Caddy is:
BISS GCH Can CH BJ's Cowboy Cadillac JH 2007 ESAA Nat'l Specialty BOS winner & 2008 ESCC Nat'l Specialty BW
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Photo by Dave Margolin

“DUCHESS”
CH Editions Navigator SH
Owned by Frank, Maryella, & Hunter Luksa
Born & Bred in North Carolina
Duchess is pictured heading back on a retrieve so that she can finish 3rd in a field of 19
starters at the Connecticut Valley Vizsla Club, Amateur Gun Dog Class.
The Field Trial was held on December 4, 2011 in East Windsor, Connecticut
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AKC Responsible Dog Ownership (RDO) Day

A Day To Remember With A Smile…

by Jeanne Straub

It was Saturday, September 24, and the beginning of a wonderful day at the North Carolina State Fairgrounds in
Raleigh, NC. Dick and I arrived early with our boy, Smokey. Everyone was setting up their displays. We brought
out our grooming table with the lovely CCESC grooming table cover Mary Coldiron had made, plus our Setter
handouts and Setter bookmarks. We were right up front and center where everybody entered the building.
Then it was time for Smokey to pose, be admired, and spread the love!! He stood there like a prince (for the en‐
tire event!) a true Representative of his breed and CCESC, while families and children stopped by to say hello.
There was a raffle, food just outside the building, and examples of agility, obedience, and a very fast rally as
well. It was a great day and Smokey made lots of new friends and made a lot of people smile!!!!!
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2011 AKC Responsible Dog
Ownership Day
Raleigh, NC

Photo by AKC’s Bob Burns
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2011 ENGLISH SETTER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (ESAA)
NATIONAL SPECIALTY
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR CLUB WINNERS
This year, the ESAA National Specialty Show was held in Wisconsin during the week of October
23-28. The Kettle Morraine English Setter Club hosted the show and everybody who attended
agrees – it was a GREAT show. A heartfelt THANKS goes out to everybody who worked so hard to
make it so much fun for everybody who traveled to the land of the northern lights.

Lots of English Setters walked away with some beautiful trophies, some with some fabulous
awards, and some with significant recognition. Obedience, Rally, Hunting, and Conformation competitions gave participants from all over the United States the opportunity to strut their stuff. And,
since the show is the premier English Setter event in America, any placement or win carries a great
deal of weight - because you’ve beat the best. The CCESC congratulates each and every English
Setter who enjoyed success this year – and we hope every successful owner spends the next year
enjoying that win. Because, as Muhammed Ali once said: “If you can do it, you ain’t bragging”.

The CCESC is especially proud to congratulate the dogs in our club who enjoyed some sweet wins
and placements. In Conformation, there are two significant winners. The Best of Breed award goes
to the English Setter who best represents the breed and it is the top award. There is another award
which is reserved for the English Setter which best represents the future of the breed, and it is called
Best in Futurity. Also known as The Breeder’s Showcase, Futurity is only for the young ones aged
6-24 months and is really a chance for the breeders to say: “This is our contribution to the future of
the breed.” Best in Futurity not only recognizes the best youngster of all the English Setters in the
United States, it moreover recognizes the excellence, hard-earned skill, and outstanding breeding
knowledge of the winning breeders.
This year, a dog only 12 and a half months old from our club won Best in Futurity in a field of 61
magnificent English Setters….
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2011 ESAA National Specialty
Best in Futurity

EDITIONS KRYPTONITE
“GARRETT”
Garrett’s mother is: Multi-BIS, BISS, Am.Can. CH. Editions Radioactive “Bikini”
Garrett’s father is: GCH Bittersweet Nite N White Satin “Tristan”
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2011 ESAA National Specialty
Award of Merit

GCH/Can CH Editions Pursuit of Happiness CGC “TJ”
(CH Editions Patent Pending X MBIS AM.Can. CH Editions Flight Attendant)

TJ had a dream week at the ESAA National Specialty Show and KMESC Specialty. He and Lindsey were presented an Award of Merit at the Specialty by Judge Houston Clark in a ring of over 70 beautiful specials. Then TJ
won Select Dog at the KMESC Specialty under Judge Michelle Billings. TJ has attained the Silver Achievement
Level in the AKC Grand Champion rankings - a level currently held by only five English Setters. TJ is owned by
Mary Coldiron & Lindsey Kuhn and was bred by Karen & Greg Corey & Conny Helms.

AND…..Congratulations to TJ’s recent invitation to Westminster 2012 as one of the top 5 English
Setters in the United States in 2011.
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BJ's Festivity Adventurer's Charm (Cash x WhatSpot?) won her National Specialty Futurity class her first time in the ring,
Addy is pictured above breeder-owner handled by B.J. Parsons DVM.

Cash (GCH., Can. CH. BJ's Silverline Priceless) wants to congratulate his kids on their successes at the 2011 ESAA
National Specialty and the weekend Kettle Moraine ESC specialty:
•

BJ's Festivity Adventurer's Charm - 1st 6-9 mos. Futurity bitches

•

BJ's Festivity Third Times A Charm - 4th KMESC Sweepstakes 9-12 mos. bitches, 3rd 9-12 mos. bitches
KMESC

•

BJ's Festivity Bugatti Veyron - 2nd BBE dogs ESAA National Specialty, 1st BBE dogs KMESC specialty

BJ’s Cowboy Cadillac (Caddy) had a blast at the National as a Veteran. She went 3rd in the Veteran Bitch Class at the National and 3rd in the Veteran Bitch class at the KMESC Specialty. And
she had so much fun in Veteran Sweeps, no one could believe she was a Veteran!! One person
said "Doesn't she know she is a Veteran?" But that is Caddy for ya! Caddy is:
BISS GCH Can CH BJ's Cowboy Cadillac JH 2007 ESAA Nat'l Specialty BOS winner & 2008 ESCC Nat'l Specialty BW
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Merlin (BJ's Wizard in Winter) winning his Maturity class at the 2011 National Specialty always BreederOwner handled by BJ Parsons DVM

Pictured left, Ava had a blast at the ESAA National Specialty Show. She earned her first leg
on the Rally Advanced title with a score of 98
out of 100. Rally Advanced is done totally offlead and Mary was very proud (and relieved)
that Ava paid excellent attention throughout.
Then Ava went back in the conformation ring
for the first time in over two years and was
awarded 2nd in the Field Bitch class with Lindsey
Kuhn showing her. Ava is owned by Mary
Coldiron & Larry Coldiron and was bred by
Karen & Greg Corey & Conny Helms.
“Ava”
Am/Can CH Editions The Barefoot Contessa
RN JH
(CH Editions Patent Pending X MBIS Am/Can CH Editions Flight Attendant)
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“Spotlight” is a special section designed to honor one of our members
or one of their Setters. The “Spotlight” for this issue is Carlotta Cooper
and one of the many stories she’s written.

Besides serving CCESC as our Board Member at Large, Carlotta Cooper is well-known
as a writer of books, stories, and articles on animals. Her most recent book is “Canine
Cuisine: 101 Natural Dog Food & Treat Recipes” and will be on Amazon and in stores
soon! Home is Tennessee where she lives with five dogs which she shows and breeds.
She is a contributing editor for the weekly show magazine “Dog News,” which is
where the story below appeared and used with permission. She also contributes freely
of her time to the ESAA Newsletter and this year to the 2010 ESAA Annual.

In my work as a freelance dog writer, which seems to be a
job I have invented for myself, my clients have often asked
me to write about interesting subjects. There was the time
a client asked me to write about what ancient Greek philosophers had to say on the subject of animal rights (they
were not very amenable to the notion). But when a client
asked me to write on one topic recently, I really didn't know
what to put down on paper.
I was given instructions to write about “Habits we find cute/
tolerable in dogs but not in humans (like tearing up a pillow!).” I was really stuck as I tried to think of things my
dogs did that could be easily compared to things that humans I knew might do.
The first thing that came to mind was the dog party to end all dog
parties. I had come home from work once to find that my Irish Set‐
ter, Molly, had for some reason known only to herself, decided to
go wild in the living room. There were books pulled

...continued

That cute English Setter sitting in the pail is Carlotta’s girl,
Brett, also known as Hever’s Windhover. A lot of us use cans
like this for dog food storage and have always thought it secure.
It seems a hungry Brett knocked off the cover and climbed in.
Life with an English Setter - predictably unpredictable!!
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Carlotta continues…...out of the bookcase and shredded. There were tapes (yes, this was a while ago) pulled out with their
cases smashed and the tape itself pulled around the room. Furniture was pushed out of position. Objects were knocked off
tables. There was debris scattered around the room like confetti. Cushions were pulled off the sofa and loveseat.
When I walked in the front door, there was Molly sitting in the room waiting for me, without even the grace to hide.
The English Setters had disappeared. They wanted no part in the scene they knew was coming. But Molly was sitting there
waiting for me with a twinkle in her eye. I'm sure that I must have looked stunned. I know I felt like the wind was knocked out
of me when I beheld the room and her handiwork — because there was no doubt that she had done most if not all the work
herself. There was an exuberance and joie de vivre about the mess that had “Irish Setter!” written all over it.
I could only look at her. I'm not sure if I spoke at all. But I'll never forget the look in her eye. She was inviting me to enjoy eve‐
rything as much as she was. And I think I did, eventually. Surely if a kid had made such a mess they would have been grounded
for a month. But Molly got off with a scolding and got sent outdoors while I cleaned up.
I guess that's the kind of thing my client had in mind with his topic. This kind of scene occurs all the time in homes
across America. How do dogs do it? How do they get away with such awful behavior? Can they really get away with every‐
thing just by being so cute? If you came home and your kids had destroyed the house you probably wouldn’t let them off the
hook so easily. But since it’s your cute dog you let him get away with it.
Scientists say they think they know what makes things appear cute to humans. The following traits appeal to us:
•

Extreme youth

•

Vulnerability

•

Harmlessness

•

Need

That could explain why most of us are such suckers for puppies. According to the scientists we’re hardwired to respond to
things that have those traits. We don’t stand a chance.
So, when we walk into a room where a puppy has been wreaking havoc it’s awfully hard to stay stern or lay down the
law. Even adult dogs have a large share of those traits and can get away with breaking a lot of rules that we would never allow
our human family members to break. When you include your dog’s big, appealing eyes, most of us don’t stand a chance.
Of course there are many other things that we tolerate in dogs that we complain about in people: snoring, drooling,
loud noises, um passing wind, tromping mud through the house, and the list goes on. We put up with all kinds of questionable
social behavior because it comes from our dogs. We object strongly to our significant other doing these things. Naturally we
would not want our husband or wife to bite Aunt Milly either, or snatch cookies out of her hand. And we don’t want our
spouse to jump up on people when they walk in the door. That’s a no‐no. And crotch‐sniffing is right out!
What’s tolerable (but bad manners) from a 20‐pound Pug is very bad behavior from a German Shepherd. It could land
you in jail if your husband did it. So, the next time your dog and your spouse are watching TV together, try to consider both of
them as cute, even if you secretly think that your dog is cuter. After all, your spouse has been trained to have better manners
so he/she has some good points. Your spouse probably won’t chew up the cushions.

Carlotta Cooper
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OWNER – HANDLED TO BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX!!!

“Drei” (BJ’s Festivity Third Times A Charm) at the CCESC supported show over Labor Day weekend - September 3, 2011. This was Drei's second weekend in the ring and she was a mere seven months old at that time.
A very proud Michael Patrick handled her the whole way!!!!
Under Ms. Lori Rimmer --.Winner and Best of Opposite Sex Sweeps in the CCESC sweepstakes
Under Mr. Jack Gohde -- Winner and Best of Opposite Sex with 1 point in CCESC supported entry
sire - CH BJ's Silverline Priceless x dam - CH BJ's Unforgettable JH
Co-owned by Cheryl and Michael Patrick and BJ Parsons, DVM
FLASH: Drei goes BOS again at the Winston-Salem show on 12-10-11, Owner-Handled again!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

JJ
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Brags & Wags
NEW CHAMPION
Jolynn Athorp is proud to announce that her boy “Slick”
is now:
Ch Evergreen Lucky Morn Hard Days Nite
Slick finished in Greensboro under Judge Elaine Mathis. He is
owned by Jolynn and Jan Ziech. Breeders: Jan Ziech and
Mary Merlo.
Sire: Shadyview South's SOCO
Dam: CH. Evergreen Raise N The Stakes.
Jolynn is the Trophy Chair for the CCESC March 2012 Specialties/Supported Entry and is shown left finishing Slick.

TOPS IN AGILITY
Sonnett has a pretty big brag for us here in VA. On November
26th at the OTCH UKC agility trial in Newville PA, Miss Sonnett earned two final GRACH legs for her UKC GRACH title. This is the highest agility title given by UKC. She was 6/6
runs with 4 perfect scores of 200 and 2 scores of 199.
To earn the GRACH you must earn five legs. Each leg consists of qualifying in AG 1, AG2 and AG3 in the same trial
with scores of 196 or better in each run, so no major faults only
minor ones (crooked entrances or exits from contacts or table
or pause box etc..) She earned her first leg in the spring, then 2
more at Lynchburg the beginning of November and then 2 on
Saturday the 26th.
I am very proud of my little girl as she has really had a great
year. - Donna Richardson
UACH UCD URO1 Setr Ridge Mirror Image CDX RE OA
AXJ NF (Raine)
UGRACH UCD URO1 Setr Ridge's Poems and Prayers CDX
RE MX AXJ OF (Sonnett)

A photo of Sonnett was not available - this is Raine, and as
you can see to the left, also has an impressive resume’. An
English Setter in Agility is truly poetic motion. Note that as
Raine is exiting the chute, all focus is towards Donna and her
next signal.
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Brags & Wags
Frank Luksa recently took his daughter Hunter to South Dakota as winners of National
Shooting Sports Foundation’s (Wingshooting USA) Contest “Take Your Kid Hunting”.
They will be on TV when the special airs next year!!! Shown left is a producer reviewing raw footage with them. That’s not a camcorder, folks - that’s the real thing!!!
Hunter bagged a large number of game birds on the trip and had an experience most
kids her age can only dream of. After returning home, Hunter kicked off her hunting
boots and showed their boy Magnum (Editions Field Reactor JH) at the Kennel Club of
Pennsylvania’s Dog Show in Philadelphia on 11/20/2011. Magnum earned a Reserve
Winner’s Dog ribbon in that show. NOTE: Hunter showed in the regular classes - NOT
as a Junior Handler. AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!

One more thing...Magnum was featured in the Vol. 31, No. 1 issue (12/11 - 2/12) of Gun Dog The Magazine Of Upland Bird And Waterfowl Dogs (gundogmag.com). Frank is mentioned in the
Editor’s column and Magnum is pictured on page 7. That photo at the very top of this page is
the same photo in Gun Dog magazine and also won first prize in the "Action" category and was
awarded a "Judge's Special Award" as one of the top four photos submitted at the ESAA National Specialty photo contest. Magnum is the littermate of Garrett, who is featured on page 9.

That dog show in Philadelphia - the one sponsored by the Kennel Club of Philadelphia - well, while Hunter was handling Magnum to RWD, her dad Frank was
handling Duchess to a Best of Opposite Sex (BOS). With that done, Duchess
went hunting and that’s when she scored the field placement featured on page 5.
This is the first time a gold field trial ribbon has been shown in this newsletter.
Gold looks good on an English Setter, don’t you think?

In November BJ Parson’s Irish Red & White boy Fergus earned his Junior Hunter
(JH) title, handled by BJ. No photos were available - something about maintaining
footing in the field and bifocals!!
Here’s a photo of Fergus with Kristen from BJ’s website. Fergus is:
AM/CAN CH. Shireoak Spring Twister JH

And, BJ’s HUNTER is now not only a Certified Service Dog, but also a Certified Therapy Dog. Hunter is living with
and assisting Isabelle Powell. Christmas is every single day when a dog like Hunter brings the angels to hover around someone in need.
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FEATHERS & FLEWS is the Central Carolina English Setter Club Newsletter. It is meant to be a photojournalistic
celebration of the love we share for the Setters we own and the Setters we breed. We are a nonprofit organization
and the only AKC recognized English Setter Regional Club in the Carolinas and Tennessee. The FEATHERS &
FLEWS Newsletter contains material from a variety of sources for the purpose of chronicling the English Setter
Breed and providing educational information for the Club’s members and setter owners from anywhere in the world.
For more information, contact the Editor and Secretary of the Club at: jmsondey@carolina.rr.com

LOOKING FOR ENGLISH SETTERS ????????
www.admiraltyenglishsetters.com
www.editionsenglishsetters.com

www.BJSetters.com

www.showdogsuccess.com

salomonesetters@aol.com http://jettki.com/LizabethanES/

Happy Holidays

Maybelline

